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Effects of spontaneous ordering and alloy statistical fluctuations on exciton linewidth
in GaxIn1ÀxP alloys

Yong Zhang, A. Mascarenhas, S. Smith, J. F. Geisz, J. M. Olson, and M. Hanna
National Renewable Energy Laboratory, Golden, Colorado 80401

~Received 24 September 1999!

We experimentally demonstrate an intrinsic statistical effect of the phenomenon of spontaneous ordering in
semiconductor alloys: the reduction of alloy fluctuations as a function of the order parameter, as reflected in the
exciton linewidth. A theoretical model is presented to qualitatively describe the dependence of the exciton
linewidth on the order parameter.
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Spontaneous ordering in GaxIn12xP and other III-V alloys
has been studied extensively for over a decade. The m
frequently observed ordered phase in GaxIn12xP is the CuPt
structure, which is a monolayer superlattice co
sisting of alternating layers of (Gax1h/2In12x2h/2P)/
(Gax2h/2In12x1h/2P), along the@111# direction, whereh is
the order parameter that can vary from 0 to a maxim
value of min@2x,2(12x)#, depending on growth conditions
A majority of the previous studies have focused on order
induced changes in the crystal structure,1 electronic and op-
tical properties ~e.g., band-gap reduction,1,2 valence-
band splitting,3–5 optical anisotropy,3 pyroelectricity,6

birerefringence,7 second harmonic generation,8 conductivity
anisotropy,9 and Raman scattering10!, and the functional de-
pendence of these phenomena on the order parameter11–15

Many of these properties are sensitive to the change in
crystal symmetry caused by ordering. However, there is
other aspect of this phenomenon that has been relatively
explored, which concerns its influence on properties g
erned by the statistical mechanics of the alloy. The statist
effects referred to are those intrinsic to ordering and wh
are unrelated to imperfections in sample growth. For
ample, phenomena associated with the macroscopic sp
variations of the alloy composition or the ord
parameter16,17 are considered to be growth related imperfe
tions that can in principle be eliminated or minimized
improving the growth technique. It is well known that th
influence of alloy statistical fluctuations on many physic
properties is a function of the alloy compositionx, that is
frequently described by a simple functionx(12x). For a
spontaneously ordered alloy, the effects of alloy fluctuatio
will not only be a function of the average compositionx but
also of the order parameterh. For a given value of compo
sition x, one expects that the fluctuations decrease with
creasing order parameterh.

In this article, we demonstrate that the phenomenon
spontaneous ordering results in a reduction of alloy fluct
tions, by investigating the excitonic linewidth as a functi
of the order parameterh, and present a theoretical model th
takes into account the statistical fluctuations of bothx andh
in determining the linewidth.

All the GaxIn12xP samples used in this study were grow
by organometallic vapor phase epitaxy. Benefiting from
cent advances in sample growth, for a limited range of or
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parameters, we are able to obtain spontaneously ord
samples with ordered domain sizes of the order of 1mm,
which is much larger than the exciton Bohr radius.12 For
samples of this type, the band-edge excitonic transition
be clearly observed in the low temperature photolumin
cence~PL! spectrum.12,13 PL was measured at 10 K with
the sample mounted in a closed-cycle cryostat. A typi
laser spot size was;50 mm and the excitation density wa
;4 W/cm2. The PL linewidth was found to change very littl
with either increase or decrease of the excitation density
one order of magnitude. The spectral resolution was typic
0.2 meV. For any given sample, the order parameter as
as the sample quality depends on various growth parame
During the past decade, there has been a major advanc
understanding and controlling the growth of spontaneou
ordered GaxIn12xP: from samples characterized by a bro
statistical distribution functionF(h) of the order paramete
h,16 to samples characterized by a very narrow statist
distribution functionF(h).17 During this same period, sev
eral techniques have been used to characterize the orde
rameter of spontaneously ordered GaxIn12xP.12,14,15 From
the large set of samples that we have measured, we care
selected a set of samples each of which yielded the sma
possible PL linewidth corresponding to its particular value
order parameterh. The linewidth thus obtained is close t
the intrinsic linewidth for each particularh value. The
sample composition was kept the same, beingx50.52
60.003~lattice-matched to the GaAs substrate atT;0 K!.

Figure 1 shows the PL spectra of a spontaneously orde
alloy with h50.44 and a disordered sample withh50. In
the PL spectra, the peak at high energy is due to the ba
edge excitonic transition, and the peak at low energy is
lated to defects and/or impurities whose identities are s
unclear.12,17,18In addition to the band-gap reduction that r
sults from ordering, it is clear that the linewidth~i.e., the full
width at half maximum! of the ordered sample is signifi
cantly reduced in the spontaneously ordered alloy.

There are various mechanisms that contribute to the in
mogeneous broadening of the exciton linewidth. These
~1! statistical fluctuations ofx andh that occur on a micro-
scopic spatial scale,~2! macroscopic spatial variations ofx
andh, and~3! exciton scattering due to potential fluctuatio
at defects such as those encountered even in disordere
loys, and domain boundaries which are characteristic
found in spontaneously ordered alloys. The first contribut
is intrinsic and is the main focus of this work. The last tw
9910 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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contributions usually coexist with the first. The second co
tribution can be examined by using a spatially resolved
technique, as for example in the study performed in Ref.
As indicated there, it is possible to obtain samples for wh
the spatial variation inx and h is rather small. The third
effect can be eliminated by using samples with large orde
domains, but this is not possible for samples withh exceed-
ing a value of about 0.45. This is because of the fact that
this range of order parameters, samples with large dom
sizes cannot yet be obtained.19

Figure 2 is a plot of the linewidth versus the energyEg of
the excitonic transition~or the order parameterh! for a set of
samples of spontaneously ordered GaInP. The correlation
tweenEg andh has been determined experimentally as m
tioned earlier.15 From the plot of the data a trend can b
clearly established which is that the linewidth decreases w
increasing order parameter forh,0.45. This effect directly
results from the reduction in alloy fluctuations due to spo
taneous ordering of the cations. However, the trend reve
roughly ath50.45 and this change is attributed largely
the third mechanism mentioned earlier. The linewid

FIG. 1. Photoluminescence spectra for an ordered~left! and a
disordered~right! GaxIn12xP sample.

FIG. 2. The excition linewidth as a function of the band-g
energy or the order parameter. The curve is a guide to the eye
-
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shown in Fig. 2 are consistent with best reported data
GaxIn12xP alloys. Ref. 17 found a linewidth of 4.9 meV fo
an ordered sample with a band gap of 1.925 eV at 3.5
Reference 20 found a linewidth of 4.3 meV for an order
sample with a 1.976-eV band gap and 6 meV for a nea
disordered sample with a 1.990-eV band gap at 1.4 K. N
that the results of Fig. 2 were obtained at a somewhat hig
temperature than that of these two references~a thermal
broadening aboutkT50.86 meV for 10 K is expected in ou
data!.

There have been many previous theoretical studies of
exciton linewidth in semiconductors.21–26 Intuitively, inho-
mogeneous broadening can be visualized as arising from
fact that the alloy composition within one exciton volume
different from that within another exciton volume. If the ce
ter of mass motion of an exciton is assumed to be localiz
the exciton density of states can be described by a Gaus
line shape22–24

f ~E,x!5
1

A2ps~x!
expH 2

@E2Eg~x!#2

2s~x!2 J , ~1!

and

s~x!25FdEg~x!

dx G2

x~12x!
V0~x!

Vex~x!
, ~2!

whereEg(x) is the excitonic band gap,V0(x) is the volume
of the unit cell, andVex(x) is the volume of the exciton. The
main difference amongst Refs. 22–24 is in the determina
of the exciton volume. The exciton linewidth is given as

W~x!52A2 ln 2s~x!. ~3!

For a CuPt ordered GaxIn12xP alloy with order parameterh,
the compositions of the Ga-rich and In-rich layers arex1
5x1h/2 andx25x2h/2, respectively. The size of the un
cell is now double that of the cubic alloy. The compositio
and order parameter dependence of the band-gap energy
x50.5 can be approximately described byEg(x,h)
'Eg(x,0)2dE(hmax)h

2, wherehmax is the maximum pos-
sible order parameter for a specificx.11 Sinceh2 is the lead-
ing term, the local expansion ofEg(x,h) is performed with
respect to variablesx andu5h2. Following the same proce
dure of Ref. 24 and treating the two layers independently,
obtain

s2~x,u!5H 1

2
Ex

2Fx~12x!2
1

4
uG

12Eu
2Fx~12x!1

1

4
u~124Au12u!G

1ExEu~122x!AuJ V0~x,u!

Vex~x,u!
~4!

whereEx5]E/]x andEu5]E/]u. For h50, Eq. ~2! is re-
covered. Whenx50.5, Eq.~4! reduces to
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s2~u!5H 1

8
Ex

2~12u!1
1

2
Eu

2@11u~124Au12u!#J
3

V0~x,u!

Vex~x,u!
, ~5!

This model gives the functional dependence of the exc
linewidth for the order parameter in a spontaneously orde
alloy. However, the numerical results of Eq.~5! for either the
linewidth or its variation with the order parameter are som
what smaller than the experimental results shown in Fig
with Ex570011520x (meV), Eu52498 (meV),15 and the
exciton parameters given in Ref. 27 for ordered GaxIn12xP
alloys with x50.52. For instance, this model yields a lin
width change of 11% whenh varies from 0 to 0.5, as show
in Fig. 3 ~The contribution of the homogeneous linewidth
not included!. Such a discrepancy is not a surprise, since
III-V alloys in general this type of model tends to yield
linewidth and its composition dependence significan
smaller than that of the experiment23 even with a more recen
and improved theory.26 A shortcoming of this conventiona
theory22–24,26is that, as pointed out in Ref. 25, only the e
citon relative motion is considered. As the electron and h
are perturbed by the alloy fluctuations independently,
contribution to the linewidth should include three parts:25 the
electron, the hole and the combination of both. Such a mo
becomes mathematically rather complex, but it does yield
exciton linewidth closer to the experimental result.25

In summary, we have demonstrated an intrinsic statist
property of the phenomenon of spontaneous ordering wh
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is that the exciton linewidth of ordered GaxIn12xP alloys
decreases with increasing order parameter. Other extri
effects that also contribute to the inhomogeneous broade
of the exciton linewidth are discussed. A theoretical mode
presented to describe qualitatively the order parameter
composition dependence of the exciton linewidth.
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FIG. 3. The excition linewidth, normalized to its value ath
50, as a function of the order parameter calculated using Eq.~5!.
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